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Welcome!

“Despite broad and sustained attention, it is often
far from clear how best to set up a Monte Carlo
method for a given problem, how to diagnose if it
is working well, and how to improve
under-performing methods.”



Why are we doing this?

“The dominant computational task in Bayesian inference is

numerical integration.” Examples:

p(x |D) =

∫
z p(x, z,D) dz∫

x,z p(x, z,D) dx dz

Ep(x |D)[f(x)] =
∫
x

p(x |D) f(x) dx

“Numerical integration goes hand in hand with practical

Bayesian inference. . . divided into deterministic vs.

non-deterministic methods. Nondeterministic . . . is more

general since it works for almost any integrand, but it also

requires a great deal more computation”
— Thomas P Minka, PhD thesis



Integration methods ladder

Quadrature

Quasi Monte Carlo

Simple Monte Carlo / Importance sampling

MCMC (M–H, slice sampling, Gibbs, HMC, specialised. . . )

SMC, AIS, Particle filtering

Nested Sampling, Multicanonical, Flat Histogram

ABC
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Simple Monte Carlo

Error bars shrink ∼ 1/
√
S, independent of dimension

Ep(x |D)[f(x)] ≈
S∑
s=1

f(x(s)), x(s) ∼ p(x |D)

If we could sample from p(x |D). . .



Importance Sampling

Apply Monte Carlo to any integral:

Ep(x |D)[f(x)] ≈
S∑
s=1

w(x(s)) f(x(s)), x(s) ∼ q(x)

where w(x(s)) ∝ p(x(s))
q(x(s))

,
∑

sw(x(s)) = �
��4 1

Mismatches between p and q can give much worse variance

Adaptive importance sampling: fit q

Tiny mismatches problematic in high-dimensions
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Markov chain Monte Carlo

Metropolis–Hastings (M–H):

Propose x′ ∼ q(x′←x) pa = min
(

1,
p(x′) q(x←x′)
p(x) q(x′←x)

)

Proposals:

— N (0, σ2)
— Fitted/Adapted surface

— Approximation / special-purpose proposal

— . . .

And mixtures of the above



MCMC diagnostics

I defer to poster session and discussion

Consistency checks like Geweke’s “Getting it right”



Step sizes

Step-sizes and other tweak parameters:

Make the computer find good settings!

— Burn in exploration or recent adaption schedules

— Various methods to make multiple proposals

— Slice sampling



Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

AKA Hybrid Monte Carlo, either way: “HMC”

Simulates a ball rolling for T time steps

Integration step-length w

How to set parameters? I’m not sure!

— Draw w randomly from exponential with mean w̄

— Set w̄ for acceptance rate in [0.6, 0.9]
— Set T to optimize “performance/T ”



Funnel example

Prior of random effects in a hierarchical model:

v ∼ N (0, 3)

xi ∼ N (0, ev)

1. No single step size works well

2. Densities vary: symmetric proposals won’t work well

Whitened reparameterization:

zi ∼ N (0, 1), xi = ev/2zi

(not total solution)



Other example distributions

— Multivariate Gaussian, GPs

— Mixtures

— with varying dimensionality

— LDA, (other stock graphical models?)

— Spin systems, Boltzmann machines fitted to data

Should we build a richer set of toy examples?

Or only ever look at real problems in full complexity. . .

Insurmountable problem cases(?): isolated hard-to-find

modes; enormous datasets.
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SMC, AIS, Particle filtering

Find isolated modes better than MCMC

Can be hard to get to run, even on simple problems

Normalizing constants as by-product (Cf MCMC + Chib)
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Finally

Please contribute to conversations, discussion session, wiki:

Your ‘tricks of the trade’

Insight into problems and algorithms

References


